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Are working memory (WM) resources that support linguistic processing specialized for 
language or are they more general in nature?  Based on their behavioral and patient work, 
Caplan & Waters(1999) proposed that linguistic WM resources are specific to language.  
However, this conclusion is based on null results: no correlations between language 
comprehension and verbal WM tasks.  Recent behavioral and fMRI evidence challenged 
Caplan&Waters’ position (Gordon etal., 2002; Fedorenko etal., 2007; Novick etal., 2005, 
2010; January etal., 2009).  However, if resources are indeed shared between language 
processing and other cognitive tasks, it remains a puzzle why these effects have been elusive 
in individual-difference paradigms (Caplan & Waters, 1999).  One possible reason is that the 
language comprehension measures – typically a difference between object- and subject-
extracted relative clauses (ORCs-SRCs) in RTs/accuracies – are noisy.  Indeed, in previous 
work we observed low split-half correlations for the language measure (ORC-SRC effect).  
We here present a novel robust paradigm for assessing linguistic WM within individual 
participants based on people's ability to complete simple and complex sentences 
grammatically and show that it strongly correlates with a measure of non-verbal IQ. 
 In Experiment 1, 60 participants completed 42 fragments across 7 conditions, (1).  
The materials included (i) complex structures (1a-d), which are notoriously difficult to 
comprehend (Yngve, 1960; Chomsky & Miller, 1963); (ii) simpler structures (1e), which, 
although complex, have been shown to be easier than doubly-nested ORCs (Cowper, 1976; 
Gibson & Thomas, 1996); and (iii) simple (control) structures (1f-g).  Participants were 
expected to be able to complete the control conditions grammatically, with two verb phrases 
(VPs;(2)).  For analyses of the critical conditions (1a-e), we only included participants (n=53) 
who grammatically completed at least 5/6 of each of the control conditions.  Participants had 
difficulty grammatically completing ORC/ORC structures (1a-b): they produced three VPs 
only 23% of the time (Fig.1).  (Furthermore, most of their incorrect completions involved 
omitting the middle VP (2), consistent with previous comprehension work which showed that 
ORC/ORC structures with the middle VP omitted are easier than those with all three VPs 
(Gibson & Thomas, 1999; Vasishth etal., 2010).)  Critically, we related participants’ ability 
to complete the critical conditions with their IQ scores, assessed using Ravens Advanced 
Progressive Matrices (RAPM; Raven etal., 1988).  A large and highly reliable correlation was 
observed (r=.478, p<.001; Fig.3a).  A logit model demonstrated the same strong relationship, 
even controlling for the time taken to complete the study or the length of participants’ 
completions on the filler materials. 
 In Experiment 2, we focused on materials that elicited completion performance in the 
dynamic range: SC/ORC structures (2c-d) and simpler versions of doubly-nested RC 
structures (2a-b; Fig. 2).  60 new participants completed the task (5 removed using the 
method above).  We successfully replicated the correlation between completion accuracy and 
performance on the RAPM (r =.504, p<.001; Fig.3b). 

In conclusion, we have presented a novel measure of linguistic WM – complex-
sentence completions – and showed that this measure correlates strongly with a measure of 
general (non-verbal) intelligence.  These results suggest that linguistic processing is 
supported, at least in part, by domain-general cognitive/neural resources, contra 
Caplan&Waters(1999).  Given the robustness of the linguistic WM measure, this work has 
important implications for diagnosis and treatment (e.g.,Jaeggi etal.,2008) of Broca’s aphasia. 



(1) Experiment 1 materials (ORC = object-extracted relative clause; SRC = subject-extracted relative clause; SC 
= sentence complement) 
a. ORC-anim/ORC:  The reporter who the professor who the diplomat… 
b. ORC-inan/ORC:  The manuscript which the student who the dog… 
c. ORC/SC:   The reporter who the fact that the diplomat… 
d. SC/SC:   The prediction that the story that the preacher… 
e. SC/ORC:   The fact that the professor who the diplomat… 
f. ORC:    The veterinarian who the… 
g. SRC:    The fencer who… 

(2) Sample grammatical and ungrammatical completions 
SRC:   The fencer who…  fenced poorly won anyway. 
ORC-inan/ORC:   The manuscript which the student who the dog…  chased was turned in late. 
SC/ORC:        The fact that the professor who the diplomat…  insulted was later proven false. 

(3) Experiment 2 materials 
a. ORC-anim/SRC:  The reporter who the professor who… 
b. ORC-inan/SRC:  The manuscript which the writer who… 
c. SC/ORC:   The fact that the senator who the diplomat… 
d. SC-verb/ORC:  The rumor stating that the suspected mobster who the media… 
e. ORC:    The veterinarian who the… 
f. SRC:    The fencer who… 

      
Fig 1: Exp 2 completion accuracy.                      Fig 2: Exp 2 completion accuracy.

  
Figure 3a (left): Correlation between Ravens accuracy and completion accuracy in 
Experiment 1 (r = .478; n=53; p < .001). 
Figure 3b (right): Correlation between Ravens accuracy and completion accuracy in 
Experiment 2 (r = .505; n=55; p < .001).  (Note that there are fewer participants in the low 
range of completion accuracy as compared with Experiment 1, because of the lower 
complexity of the language materials in Experiment 2, by design.) 


